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“Young master, hurry up, you’re still dawdling about shopping, it’s you who offered to accompany me, 

are you going to regret it?” 

On the busy street in downtown Jiangzhou, a beautiful girl dressed in a white coat, with long wavy hair 

draped over her shoulders, dressed in a very fashionable and full of moving style, was snapping at her, 

looking at her charming face, covered with sweetness, but with some anger in her beautiful eyes, which 

was really moving to the extreme. 

With this sound and this flirtatious gesture, she immediately made some of the passing men around her 

couldn’t help but turn around frequently, even many men who were shopping with their girlfriends or 

with their wives couldn’t help but turn their heads to look at Lili, and they didn’t know how to walk. 

“Hiss~~” 

Soon, there was a burst of backwards breathing sounds from the vicinity. 

Things were obvious, it was the women who saw their men actually looking at other women and started 

to get jealous …… 

Looking at Lili, Ji Feng, who was following her two or three meters away, could not help but rub his nose 

and shake his head with a bitter smile. 

How come this is still his own fault? 

It was clearly because she was in high spirits, walking with the wind, that she left herself behind, okay, 

but in the end, she blamed herself. 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on this. 

The difference is that if you offend a villain, then they will secretly use some underhanded means to 

make you fall on your face and give you little trips, while offending a woman will result in you having a 

hard time. 

So Ji Feng very wisely chose to follow quickly, without any defense, let alone any half-hearted 

resentment. 

In fact, despite being blamed for some injustice, Ji Feng was also very happy in his heart. I believe that 

any man who is blamed by his woman in this way is often painful and happy, and the same is true for Ji 

Feng. 

Moreover, Ji Feng also had some guilt in his heart. 

Because technically speaking, this was the first time he had accompanied Xu Yuan on a shopping trip. 

I’ve known Xu Yuan for a long time, and I’ve been in a relationship with her for a long time, but I’ve 

never really been able to go shopping with her once. 

Although I have accompanied Xu Yuan around before, but that time was very short, and at that time 

there was still Bai Zhu following around, Xu Yuan was not very open. 



Now it was the first time, which made Ji Feng feel somewhat guilty in his heart. 

He had quite a few women around him, and although Xu Yuan might have a slight difference in posture 

compared to Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, she was also a stunning beauty, but there were too few girls like 

Tong Lei to be found in the whole of Jiangzhou City. 

It can be said that although Xu Yuan is not a superb beauty, she is quite beautiful, and coupled with her 

status as the boss of Xiao’s pharmaceutical factory, there is no telling how many men are pursuing her, 

and if Xu Yuan is willing, she can find any kind of man she wants. 

But Xu Yuan followed herself, and she knew that she had other women around her. 

Ji Feng didn’t need to think about it to know that Xu Yuan had at least given a lot, if not to be 

condescending, which made Ji Feng feel guilty and at the same time couldn’t help but love and pity. 

However, when Ji Feng turned around and looked at Bai Zhu, who was mixed in the crowd behind him, 

he couldn’t help but secretly shake his head and laugh bitterly. 

The number of women around him is getting bigger and bigger, and the love debt he owes is getting 

bigger and bigger …… 

When he saw Ji Feng turn around, Bai Zhu very consciously hid in the crowd and disappeared in the blink 

of an eye. 

“Big young man, there is a leather goods shop in front, let’s go in and have a look.” When she saw Ji 

Feng following her, Xu Yuan smiled sweetly and very happily sat on Ji Feng’s arm, her charming face full 

of smiles as she leaned on Ji Feng’s side and walked towards the shop that had ‘Paul’s Leather Goods’ 

written on the sign. 

In fact, Ji Feng really doesn’t know much about these so-called brands. He usually doesn’t like to watch 

TV too much, because TV is completely inserting TV dramas in the middle of commercials, which is really 

a waste of time to watch, rather than browsing the internet for some news or reading newspapers. 

Therefore, some of the brands that Ji Feng knew about were from newspapers or the internet, but he 

only remembered the names, but he didn’t know anything about the background behind the brands. 

The only reason why I came out today was to have a good time with Xu Yuan, so Ji Feng didn’t care what 

kind of boutique it was, as long as Xu Yuan was happy anyway. 

The only thing that he found was that there were two rows of belts on a shelf in the middle of the shop, 

but after a casual glance at the price tag, he was scratching his head a bit. 

A belt, surprisingly, cost several thousand to ten thousand dollars, and even some of them could actually 

reach several tens of thousands. 

“It’s so valuable?” Ji Feng was stunned, “Could it be that this belt is made of dragon sinew and dragon 

skin?” 

“Sir, we are the Italian famous brand Paul leather goods, all the goods are unique in the world, 

absolutely no two pieces are exactly the same, and they are all purely handmade and designed by the 



famous designer himself ……” Perhaps it was because he heard Ji Feng’s whispered of muttering to 

himself, a female attendant next to him said with a smile. 

So it’s so impressive! 

Ji Feng chuckled, “This is also handmade?” 

He casually pointed at the belt buckle, then tapped it twice with his hand, and a tinkling sound was 

immediately emitted. 

The waiter was stunned, and surprisingly did not know what to say in reply for a moment. 

This belt buckle was of course made of metal, how could it be handmade? This was a bit inconsistent 

with the waitress’ claim that it was purely handmade. 

The waitress glanced at Ji Feng, with a professional smile on her face: “Sir may not be too familiar with 

the fact that our belt buckle is also designed by a famous designer ……” 

“Alright, you ignore him!” Xu Yuan waved her hand and couldn’t help but give Ji Feng a white look, “He 

just likes to talk nonsense!” 

“Did I talk nonsense?” Ji Feng asked, “She said it was purely handmade, I just picked a little bit of fault, 

that’s not nonsense, right?” 

“Well, it’s not easy for people’s waiters, what are you doing to make things difficult for her, are you 

bored with idleness?!” Xu Yuan took his arm, “Let’s see which one looks better, I’ll give it to you!” 

Ji Feng shook his head helplessly and smiled, in all honesty, he didn’t mean to make things difficult for 

the waitress, he was just stimulated by the price tag of tens of thousands of dollars. 

This belt was worth the income of an ordinary family for half a year, and many farmers’ families might 

not be able to earn this kind of money in a whole year. 

But here it was just a medium-grade belt! 

This difference is just a bit too big. 

And the reason for this is surprisingly just because it is a famous foreign brand, designed by a famous 

foreign designer, and by the way, it is still handmade …… 

Ji Feng really doesn’t know what to say, foreigners’ stuff, is it really that good? 

Or is it that a randomly marked foreign brand can be sold at a sky-high price? 

The first thing that happened was that the company’s products were made in China from the raw 

materials to the final delivery, but it took a foreign name, like the name of Monza. 

It was only later that the truth was revealed, and those rich people who were attracted to this brand 

realized that what they had bought was not a famous foreign brand at all, but just some domestic stuff 

of better quality. 

For this kind of thing, Ji Feng just laughed it off. 



If he had that kind of money, he would rather do some good deeds than buy wood at the price of gold, 

which is something only a fool would do! 

“Big young man, which one do you fancy?” Xu Yuan saw that Ji Feng kept staring at those belts and 

couldn’t help but ask. 

“Yuan Yuan, I think we should stop shopping, let me take you somewhere else.” Ji Feng laughed, “It’s 

guaranteed to be more enjoyable than you coming here.” 

“What place?” Xu Yuan was stunned, “Didn’t we say we’d go shopping? Why are you leaving again?” 

“The place I’m taking you to is definitely more enjoyable for you than shopping.” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Really?” Xu Yuan asked suspiciously. 

“Of course it’s true.” Ji Feng laughed, “If you want to go we should go now, otherwise it will be too late.” 

“Let’s go then.” Xu Yuan nodded her head somewhat in disbelief. 

Women loved nothing more than shopping, and the appeal of those dazzling goods to women was not 

something men could understand. Xu Yuan was a little puzzled and wondered what other place could be 

more interesting than this most prosperous street in the country. 

With this doubt, Xu Yuan followed Ji Feng into the car, and then saw Ji Feng driving all the way forward, 

first out of the city, then out of the suburbs, and finally simply into the countryside, with the car still 

running forward. 

Xu Yuan asked suspiciously, “Big young man, where are we going here? You’re not going to drag me to a 

corner of a mountain village somewhere and sell me, are you?” 

“Huh?” 

Ji Feng was amused, “I wouldn’t sell my wife even if I were crazy poor!” 

Xu Yuan pursed her lips when she heard that, “That’s more like it!” 

She was happy because of the word ‘wife’ that Ji Feng had just said. Although Ji Feng had only said it 

casually, it showed that in his heart, he really considered himself as his wife, and this was what made Xu 

Yuan happiest. 

With his words, even if I was really sold, I wouldn’t regret it …… 
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“Not saying?” 

Ji Feng’s hand tightened once again, and a cold light flashed in his eyes, “It seems you want to die ……” 

When Ji Feng’s hand just tightened, the man’s face suddenly turned red once again, he struggled 

violently, his hands grabbed Ji Feng’s hand and shook it hard, one foot lifted up to kick Ji Feng, then just 

as his foot lifted up, he was kicked in the knee by Ji Feng, his leg suddenly went weak and his body 

stumbled. 



If Ji Feng wasn’t still choking him, he would have definitely fallen straight to the ground and had a dog’s 

ass …… 

Ji Feng’s expression was cold: “Since you are the one seeking death, there is nothing more to say!” 

The next moment, a cold light flashed in Ji Feng’s eyes, and in a flash, Ji Feng’s hand lashed out, this time 

the man was really frightened, the dead soul straight to the point of panic, he immediately panicked and 

shouted out. 

“No, don’t, I’ll say, I’ll say it all ……” the man shouted out of breath in horror. 

“Gonna say it?” Ji Feng asked with a cold smile. 

“Da, big brother, whatever you want to know, I’ll say it all ……” The man’s eyes were filling with blood 

from the pinch and he said in a panic. He was really unwilling to fight Ji Feng hard anymore, just now 

being choked by Ji Feng, his whole body was suffocated, as if he was only one step away from death, 

that feeling that he could face death at any moment almost made him break down. 

What frightened him especially was the cold light in Ji Feng’s eyes, when Ji Feng was looking at him, it 

was as if he was looking at a dead man, he was sure that if he continued to be tough, Ji Feng would 

definitely finish him off, rather it was still effortless, as easy as crushing an ant, which made him feel that 

death was so close to him. 

“I said, I said all, big, big brother, you ask ……,” the man was almost crying out. 

“That’s right!” 

Ji Feng sneered and asked, “Let me ask you, who sent you here? Why did you come to follow me?” 

Who knew that the man was bewildered: “Da, big brother, I really don’t understand what you are saying 

ah, no one sent us, we just finished an order and now we have nothing to do, so we thought of coming 

here to fish, we didn’t follow you ah.” 

Ji Feng sneered, “Still not honest even now?” 

When that man saw this smile from Ji Feng, he immediately got a chill in his heart and panicked, “Big 

brother, I really didn’t lie ah, we really didn’t follow you ah.” 

“Pop!” 

There was a crunching sound. 

Ji Feng flung his hand and gave the man a loud slap on the face as he let out a low shout, “How dare you 

fart? Let me ask you, if you guys aren’t following me, why have you been looking towards me since you 

arrived here?” 

“I, we ……” the man stammered, unable to speak. 

“Also, if you’re not here specifically to deal with me, what’s with the long guns in your car? Did you bring 

a gun to fight fish?” Ji Feng asked with a cold smile. 



“Ah!” The man immediately lost his voice and exclaimed, with a strong look of shock in his eyes as he 

stared at Ji Feng: “How did you know that we were carrying ……” 

“Why shouldn’t I know?!” Ji Feng asked in a cold voice: “Also, if you didn’t follow me, then why did you 

rush towards me when I drove over just now? Don’t tell me that it was because your skills were too poor 

and you drove in the wrong direction!” 

The reason why Ji Feng dared to directly knock over that Lingxia SUV was because he could see at a 

glance that the Lingxia SUV was actually trying to hit him just now, since that was the case, how could he 

possibly show mercy? Of course, he had to put himself in a position of invincibility first. 

That’s why Ji Feng decisively increased the throttle and used the hardness of the car’s rear bumper to 

mount the other party’s papier-mache boundary canopy car over. 

Just by this one move of the other party, Ji Feng could be sure that they definitely had bad intentions. 

When the man heard this, he was a little dumbfounded. 

His mouth moved and he stammered hard, not knowing what to say. 

“Still not willing to say yes?” Ji Feng asked coldly. 

“Big, big brother, we are really blind ……” The man was full of aggravation and chagrin, “We really didn’t 

follow you, just, just… …” 

“Just what?” Ji Feng coldly barked. 

“We just saw that the lady you were with, big brother, was particularly pretty and had a good figure, so 

that’s why ……” He gave Ji Feng a look and didn’t dare to say more. 

“What did you say?!” Ji Feng’s eyebrows were however furrowed. 

“Da, big brother, it wasn’t my idea, I just followed and attached myself to it, Da ……” The man panicked 

as soon as he saw Ji Feng’s frown and hurriedly had to explain. 

“Shut up!” 

Ji Feng interrupted him in a cold voice and said in a deep voice: “Are you saying that you didn’t come 

specifically to follow me?” 

The man hurriedly said, “Really not, big brother, if you don’t believe me, I can swear to the heavens that 

if I tell half a lie, let me be run over by a car and let my whole family die a horrible death ……” 

The first thing you can do is to tell me what you think is going on. 

“Yes, yes ……” 

The man nodded repeatedly and said, “We are all Da Fei’s men, and since we just finished a single order, 

we have nothing to do now, so we planned to find a place to spend our time. Originally, we were 

planning to find a few beautiful girls to have a few snogs, but Brother Dafei had an important guest and 

was afraid that we would lose his face, so he kicked us all out ……” 



Through this guy said so, Ji Feng finally understood what was going on, and he listened with some 

laughter and irritation. 

It turned out that these four guys, all of them were the henchmen of a guy called something called 

Brother Dafei, because they had nothing to do, so they came here to spend their time, and as a result, 

when these guys saw Xu Yuan from afar, they were aroused by lust, and as a result, they thought about 

what they should do to be able to molest Xu Yuan. 

That’s why those guys kept looking over there and seemed to be muttering something with a bad smile 

on their lips. 

And later, when Ji Feng drove over with Xu Yuan, a few of them saw it and had ghostly ideas in their 

minds. 

They intended to wait until Ji Feng was driving close to the front, then also suddenly drive the car and 

deliberately collide with Ji Feng’s car, so that not only could they blackmail Ji Feng hard for a sum of 

money, but they could also find a reason to beat Ji Feng hard and beat him away, and then do 

something with Xu Yuan …… 

If Ji Feng really doesn’t run, then they plan to take the ‘spray’ out of the car and scare Ji Feng. 

In their eyes, Ji Feng is just a dude with a bit of money, and when he sees a long gun, he will be scared to 

death. 

This is why these people hurried to get into the car after seeing Ji Feng’s car start, just to prepare for a 

collision with Ji Feng when he drove over. 

The two people in the car didn’t know how badly they were hurt, but the two people outside were 

kicked by Ji Feng and were lying on the ground grunting in pain, while the other one was carried by Ji 

Feng like a chicken, in a terrible state. The other one was being carried by Ji Feng like a chicken, in such a 

mess. 

Perhaps, even if they want to blame, they can only blame themselves for looking for death actually can 

find so accurate it …… 

…… 

“Son of a bitch!” 

After listening to this guy’s account, Ji Feng couldn’t help but curse, and a cold light flashed in his eyes, 

“You still want to beat me up severely after you’ve crashed the car? And then go rogue again?” 

The man was immediately scared and shivered, and said in a panic: “Brother, it’s all our fault that we are 

blind, we are the ones who seek death, please be generous, don’t be ordinary with us ……” 

“Don’t see eye to eye with you guys?” Ji Feng sneered, “Do you think that’s possible? If you were to 

encounter such a thing, what would you do?” 

“I ……” The man was speechless, yes, if he were to encounter such a thing, what would he do? The 

answer was obvious. 



If he dared someone to try to pick a fight on purpose and still try to beat him up violently before hitting 

on his girlfriend, he would definitely just do away with that son of a bitch and make him dead as hell. 

Not only him, but any man who encountered such a thing would absolutely not be able to tolerate it, 

not to mention that this young man in front of him was so ruthless, so how could he easily give up? 

Just now he had seen how ruthless this young man was, and what kind of tactics he would use against 

himself now, even a fool could think of that. 

How could he have given away his true thoughts! 

The man could not help but feel hatred in his heart, if he had just lied, he would have received a beating 

at most and would not have angered the other party, what could he do now yo …… 

  

The actual fact is that if he really dared to lie just now, then I’m afraid he wouldn’t even have the chance 

to speak, Ji Feng mistakenly thought he was coming to target himself, in that case, Ji Feng would never 

show mercy! 

“Big, big brother, what do you want to do with me?” He asked in a trembling voice. 

“Tell me yourself, what should I do about this?” Ji Feng asked coldly. 

“I… I don’t know.” The man was on the verge of tears, what else could he do, it would naturally be best 

if this matter could be written off, but was that possible? 

“Break your two legs and let’s just forget about this, you don’t have a problem with that, do you?” Ji 

Feng asked indifferently. 

“Ah?!” 

The man immediately cried out in shock, his face ashen: “Da, big brother, please ……” 

“Don’t beg him!” 

Suddenly, a drinking voice came out. 
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I saw a man in a jacket crawl out of the four-wheeled Lingxia SUV, and as he did so, he cursed through 

clenched teeth, “Fuck …… bastard, dare to knock over my car, I’ll kill you alive! Yuck!” 

He spat out the dust and grass roots in his mouth, his face muscles twitching as he crawled up, his gaze 

furiously staring at Ji Feng: “Kid, you have guts, you actually hit so hard, you even dare to hit my car, you 

really have a lot of guts!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes flashed coldly and he said coldly, “I advise you to keep your mouth clean, don’t look for 

death!” 

“Fuck! How dare you talk to me like that?” The jacket man was furious, he raised his thumb and said 

coldly, “Kid, you should ask around, how many people in Jiangzhou dare to talk to me like that?” 



“Do you still consider yourself a person?” Ji Feng sneered. 

“I work with Brother Dafei, you can ask around on the roads of Jiangzhou, the hungry tiger under 

Brother Dafei is me!” The jacket man said confidently, “Kid, now kneel down and apologize, I can keep 

you alive ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, “Don’t know whether to live or die!” 

He casually threw the man from before to the side and slowly walked towards the man called Hungry 

Tiger, smiling fiercely, “Hungry Tiger is it? Brother Dafei, is it? Then I’d like to see how fierce you tiger 

really is!” 

“Fuck! How dare you!” The man named Hungry Tiger took one look at Ji Feng actually posing as if he was 

going to clean him up and walked over, he was instantly fired up, he was in the car before and didn’t see 

how Ji Feng cleaned up his two companions, at this moment he also rolled up his sleeves and walked 

over with big steps. 

“Hey ……” 

The guy who had been choked by Ji Feng before hastily reached out and wanted to stop his companions, 

but he swallowed the words at the edge of his mouth, he was really scared by Ji Feng’s ice-cold eyes and 

was afraid that he would be cleaned up if he angered Ji Feng. 

At the same time, Ji Feng had already arrived in front of the hungry tiger, with a cold glint in his eyes. 

“Fuck you, how dare you look at me ……” Once the hungry tiger took a look at Ji Feng’s expression, he 

bared his teeth and gave a fierce kick over. 

“Slap!” 

Ji Feng slapped over fiercely without any reservation, he didn’t see how he moved his feet, he just 

slightly sidestepped the other party’s kick, the slap that contained great force directly slapped the 

hungry tiger’s face, while a loud crunch sounded. 

The slap was a loud bang. 

The hungry tiger instantly flew across the room and screamed, “Ah…!” 

With a thud, the hungry tiger fell heavily to the ground with a loud ouch, only to feel the sky spinning 

around and not reacting for a while. He only knew that he was trying to get up with his hands on the 

ground. 

POW! 

Before the hungry tiger could stand up, Ji Feng slapped him again, the hungry tiger was instantly slapped 

on the ground, a miserable scream once again came out of his mouth. 

“I …… fuck!” Hungry Tiger only felt dizzy from the blow, and his face was even more hot, as if a layer of 

skin had been torn off directly. 

“Boom~~!” 



Ji Feng, however, simply ignored the hungry tiger’s miserable scream and violently kicked the hungry 

tiger’s chest, and in the next moment, the hungry tiger’s sturdy body was actually kicked up raw and 

was directly kicked in the air for five or six meters before it fell on the ground. 

“Uh ……” 

Ji Feng did not show the slightest bit of mercy in these blows, so how could Hungry Tiger possibly 

withstand them? He was beaten miserably, and the severe pain coming from his chest made Hungry 

Tiger want to die. 

At this time, the guy who was watching from the side was almost scared silly. 

Other people might not know, but he knew very well that Hungry Tiger was the most capable fighter 

among them, and when he was not a gangster, he had practiced sparring. 

What’s more, in the past few years, Hungry Tiger had fought with people everywhere in the road and 

had fought many times, so he had a certain reputation in the road in Jiangzhou. 

The nickname Hungry Tiger was given to Hungry Tiger by Brother Dafei. 

The reason was that when Hungry Tiger fought with others, he was as fierce and vicious as a hungry 

tiger pouncing on food, and was a gold medal fighter under Brother Dafei. 

However, he did not expect that today, in front of this young man, the hungry tiger would be beaten so 

miserably, this was not a hungry tiger pouncing on food, it was simply a dead dog about to be 

slaughtered and stewed for food! 

Especially when Ji Feng’s kick sent the hungry tiger flying, the man who was watching couldn’t help but 

shiver. 

He couldn’t help but be a little glad that he had just told the truth, otherwise, I’m afraid that kick would 

have landed on his own body, he is not as strong as the hungry tiger, if he was kicked by this kick, I’m 

afraid that his more than a hundred pounds would have to be accounted for here today! 

“…… fuck!” Hungry Tiger was badly beaten, he clenched his teeth, his heart suffocating and angry. It was 

always him who beat others, when was there a time when he was beaten like a dead dog? 

“I’ll kill you ……” 

Hungry Tiger gritted his teeth and stood up, glanced at Ji Feng with resentment, and then gritted his 

teeth and walked towards the overturned Lingxia SUV, he gritted his teeth and pulled open the trunk 

…… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

As expected, only a click was heard and the hungry tiger was seen suddenly taking out a rifle, holding it 

and pointing it at Ji Feng. 

With not strong in his hand, Hungry Tiger immediately felt that he had the victory in hand, he gritted his 

teeth and sneered, “Son of a bitch, you hit me again so I can see? You move your hand again to try?!” 

Ji Feng asked indifferently, “So what if I do it? Do you dare to shoot?” 



“Why wouldn’t I dare?!” Hungry Tiger gritted his teeth and said, “You think Laozi hasn’t killed anyone? 

You should also go out and ask around, as one of Big Fei’s men, I’ve killed more than one or two people? 

Fuck …… kneel down for me!” 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng grinned, but his eyes were incomparably cold: “I dare to kneel, just afraid that you can’t afford 

it!” 

The hungry tiger immediately shouted coldly: “Cut the fucking crap, I’ll count to three, if you still don’t 

kneel down, then don’t blame the gun in Laozi’s hand for not recognizing people!” 

Hungry Tiger held up a finger, “One ……” 

“Boom~~!” 

His words hadn’t even fallen, he suddenly felt a blur before his eyes, and then he saw that Ji Feng had 

unexpectedly arrived in front of him at some point, and then grinned, Hungry Tiger was immediately 

horrified in his heart, and just wanted to make a move, the next moment, the finger that Hungry Tiger 

had put up was held by Ji Feng, and then violently broke …… Crunch! 

After a crunching sound, that finger of the hungry tiger took on a bizarre bend, and his finger was, in 

fact, broken off! 

“…… ah-!” 

In the next moment, a miserable and incomparable scream came out from the mouth of the hungry 

tiger a long way away. 

The painful feeling of having one’s fingers broken is something that is difficult for people to experience, 

however, Hungry Tiger had actually experienced it! 

“Slap~!” 

After a slap, Hungry Tiger was directly slapped to the ground, and the rifle in his hand fell into Ji Feng’s 

hands. 

Looking at the hungry tiger who was covering his fingers and screaming in pain, Ji Feng sneered, “Didn’t 

you tell me to kneel down, why did you fall down first yourself?” 

“Ah ……” the hungry tiger screamed in pain, the harsh hissing made his voice change, it could be seen 

how painful he really was at this moment, how could he still have the strength to answer Ji Feng’s words 

at this time? 

Even if he could still answer, he would not be able to reply to Ji Feng. Just a moment ago, Ji Feng had 

already shown his strong strength, and although Hungry Tiger was arrogant and domineering, he was 

not a fool. 

In fact, the world of the underworld is not much different from other walks of life, to say the biggest 

difference, is that here more obey the naked `law of the jungle, the weak eat the strong, power is the 

priority. 



If your strength is strong, others will fear you. 

The fact that Ji Feng’s strength is obviously too much stronger than the hungry tiger, the hungry tiger 

naturally does not dare to be tougher. 

Just …… 

The pain of that finger being snapped raw was still so heartbreaking that he couldn’t help but scream 

miserably and hiss in pain, “Ah-!” 

“Humph!” 

Ji Feng coldly snorted, weighed the rifle in his hand and sneered, Dafei Brother …… 

He snapped his head around to look at the guy from before, but it made the latter jump with a violent 

fright: “Da, big brother, what are your orders?” 

Ji Feng asked indifferently, “You all hang out with Brother Da Fei, right?” 

“Yes, yes!” The man nodded his head repeatedly. 

“Good then ……” 

Ji Feng pointed at the Lingxia SUV and said indifferently, “If I ask you to turn that car over and take me to 

your Brother Dafei, will you do so?” 

“Huh?” 

The man was stunned, turning the car over? How could he possibly do that with just himself? 

However, when he saw Ji Feng’s smiling expression, he couldn’t help but give a jolt and nodded in a 

panic: “Do as you are told, big brother, I’ll go to ……” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “If one person can’t do it, you can call two more people to help!” 

He glanced at the hungry tiger still lying on the ground hissing in pain and sneered, “The finger is broken, 

but the arm is not yet broken, so it should not be a problem to put in some effort.” 

After saying that, Ji Feng turned around and walked towards his BMW X6, then pulled open the door 

and got into the car, leaving only the guy alone, dumbfounded, and the hungry tiger who was screaming 

in agony, and of course, there was also a guy who was kicked away by Ji Feng, who was also still 

moaning in pain. 
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“One, two, three …… BOOM~~!” 

Shouting a neat horn, that originally overturned on the ground Lingxia SUV was turned over, bang re 

landed on all four wheels, the car shuddered violently a few times before regaining its calm. 

I don’t know if it was because the three hooligans wanted to rescue the last companion trapped in the 

car, or because they were really scared by Ji Feng, Ji Feng just said a word and gave an explanation, 



whether it was Hungry Tiger or the other two guys, surprisingly, they all endured their injuries and 

started to push the car hard. 

Even Hungry Tiger, despite the fact that his fingers were broken by Ji Feng, still insisted on using one 

hand to push the cart. As for the first person who was kicked by Ji Feng, his ribs were even dented, he 

crooked his body and carefully came over, and only then did the three of them turn the Lingxia buggy 

over. 

It was also until this time that the other guy who had been trapped in the car, which was considered to 

climb out of the car, gasping for air and coughing hard …… 

The car was overturned and the four wheels were facing upwards, so he was completely head down and 

butt up inside, and because of his own weight, his body was completely supported by his head, the kind 

of uncomfortable feeling can be imagined. 

Moreover, looking at his face there was still blood on it, I’m afraid he didn’t know where he had hurt 

himself when the car was knocked over just now. 

“Big, big brother, we’ve turned the car over!” The only guy who wasn’t injured shouted cautiously, his 

voice shaking a little, as if he was afraid of upsetting Ji Feng. 

“Since it’s turned over, let’s lead the way in front.” Ji Feng’s one hand on the car window, said 

indifferently, “Of course, if there is a chance on the way, you can also escape, anyway, if you are 

escaping separately, I can’t all catch up with you ……” 

“No, no, no ……” 

Before Ji Feng finished his words, those few people couldn’t help but jump in shock, even the previously 

arrogant Hungry Tiger, his cheeks couldn’t help but twitch a few times as he shook his head repeatedly, 

“We definitely won’t run away, big, big brother please don’t worry.” 

“Yes, yes, big brother please don’t worry, we wouldn’t dare to run away even if you gave us a hundred 

guts.” 

“Big brother, this time it’s our bad eyes, we admit it, since we are in the road, we have to talk about the 

rules, we will never run away halfway.” 

Several other people echoed, where could they not hear that Ji Feng was saying the opposite? 

Just kidding! 

Still thinking of running away halfway? 

They were not fools, how could they possibly do such a stupid thing as actively seeking death? 

Although they had indeed planned in their minds that when they reached the road later, they would 

split up and run away, and anyway, Ji Feng was alone, even if he was fast and even if his car was good, 

he could only chase one person at most, and the other three could run away. 

However, as soon as they remembered Ji Feng’s ruthless methods, this thought in their hearts vanished 

without a trace. 



It was easy to run away, but as long as one of them was caught by Ji Feng, they thought they would 

never be able to resist Ji Feng’s ruthless tactics. Under Ji Feng’s interrogation, I was afraid that they 

would even tell the story of peeping at the aunt next door’s bath when they were children, not to 

mention betraying their friends. 

At that time, if they were caught by Ji Feng after escaping, hey, how would that end up, even if they 

could think of it with their toes. 

So, they decisively dismissed any thoughts about escaping and could only push the cart honestly. 

“Brother, we’ll lead the way, you follow behind …… you take your time ……” 

Despite the fact that they were all around thirty years old and obviously a bit older than Ji Feng, 

however, these few people called up big brother so smoothly that they didn’t even blush a bit. 

Ji Feng didn’t care about this kind of address from them, he just waved his hand and said, “Hurry up 

then.” 

A few people were instantly pardoned and hurriedly got into the car one after another, then headed 

straight for the city. 

Ji Feng followed behind in his car, with a cold smile on his face. 

Xu Yuan in the car couldn’t help but be a bit puzzled, and she hesitantly asked, “Ji Feng, what kind of 

people are they? Why did you guys make a move just now?” 

Ji Feng sneered, “What else could they be? Hooligans!” 

When Xu Yuan heard that, she was startled for a moment, “They were all hooligans? Then why did you 

fight with them? It seems like we were the ones who hit other people’s cars just now, right?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “To deal with hooligans, naturally we have to use more hooligan methods, haven’t you 

heard the saying, for some people, if you reason with them, they will play hooligan with you, if you play 

hooligan, then he will reason with you …… these people are like that. ” 

If Ji Feng hadn’t used ruthless means to beat all these people into submission and make them afraid, 

how could they have been so cooperative, and called one big brother a mouthful, more enthusiastic 

than even meeting their own father. 

You know, just a few minutes ago, they were all baring their teeth to themselves. 

As the saying goes, an evil man needs to be rubbed down by an evil man, and this is the truth. 

Xu Yuan couldn’t help but give him a white look and snapped, “Then you can’t just hit people, right, 

what’s going on?” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “It’s nothing, you don’t have to worry about it if I’m here.” 

Xu Yuan pursed her lips and smiled lightly, “Mm.” 



Although Ji Feng was somewhat domineering, this feeling was very much to Xu Yuan’s liking. In the past, 

she had no one to rely on, and she had a feeling of wandering and wandering when she was out on her 

own, and at that time, what she longed for most was a shoulder to rely on. 

In fact, any woman, no matter how strong she is, as long as she is not a psychopath, would want a man 

to say to her when things go wrong, “I am here, don’t worry. 

Right now Xu Yuan is experiencing this feeling, so she doesn’t have to worry at all about what exactly is 

going on or what the other party really is. 

Because she knew very well that Ji Feng would take care of everything, she just needed to stay by Ji 

Feng’s side and enjoy this feeling. 

This was what she had dreamed of. 

…… 

“Old Yi, it’s me.” 

The two cars drove one after the other, the one in front of them, the Lingxia SUV really didn’t dare to 

play any tricks, the speed was put very evenly, even when turning, it would start to hit the turn signal a 

few dozen meters in advance, while sounding the horn to greet Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng was not afraid that these guys would play any tricks at all, it was too easy for him to catch these 

guys. 

What Ji Feng was concerned about now was another matter. 

Halfway through the journey, Ji Feng dialed Yi Xingchen’s phone number: “Old Yi, I asked you to send 

someone to follow Bian Chunlei earlier, you said he had met with a mob boss in Jiangzhou, what was the 

name of that mob boss?” 

Yi Xing Chen’s voice came over, “Boss, that mob boss is called Liu Fei, people on the road call him Da Fei, 

there are also many people who call him Brother Da Fei, I’ve sent the details to your email.” 

“It really is him!” 

Ji Feng sneered, when he heard the name Brother Da Fei from Hungry Tiger and the others just now, he 

felt familiar, and then he remembered that this Brother Da Fei, seemed to be the name of a Jiangzhou 

mafia boss that Yi Xingchen had told himself about. 

Now it proved that it was indeed the same person. 

“Now Bian Chunlei is living in Dafei’s house, right?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“That’s right, these days Bian Chunlei has been recuperating from his injuries and hasn’t gone out, but 

quite a few people have been to that villa, so I think they should be looking for him!” Yi Xingchen said. 

“Quite a few fox friends ……,” Ji Feng bristled and asked, “Your people are still around there, right?” 

“It’s still there, there are two people taking turns to squat around there.” Yi Xingchen said. 



“Good then, tell your people to keep a close eye on it, I had a little clash with Dafei, I might need your 

people next.” Ji Feng said. 

When Yi Xingchen heard that, he immediately said, “Then how about this, Zezun and I will rush over 

immediately, there’s nothing going on in the company right now anyway.” 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment before nodding and saying, “That’s fine, keep in touch.” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng pondered for a moment and couldn’t help but coldly snort, “Brother 

Dafei …… actually involved Bian Chunlei, humph! Just thinking about how to do something about it, and 

actually took the initiative to send it to the door.” 

Speaking of this person Bian Chunlei, Ji Feng could not help but think of Hu Xuehui who was with Bian 

Chunlei, this woman first admired her thug brother-in-law, and then her sister was sold, flipped over and 

she begged for her head, and now, she is entangled with people in the underworld, really …… 

Ji Feng slightly shook his head, for Hu Xuehui this woman, he is really do not know what to say to good. 

Originally, after helping her last time, Ji Feng thought that the two sides would have no more 

relationship, and that there would be no more deteriorating interactions in the future, but it did not 

occur to him that this world was too small, and he actually ran into her again in the blink of an eye, and 

in that kind of situation …… 

I really don’t know how far this woman can go in the future! 

More than an hour later, under the leadership of that Ling down SUV in front of them, Ji Feng went 

through the downtown area of Jiangzhou and came to the suburbs again, and at the entrance of an 

abandoned factory, the car stopped. 

“Da, big brother, our boss is inside and wants to let you in ……” the guy who was interrogated by Ji Feng 

by the neck earlier ran over and said cautiously. 

“Meet here, is it because you see that this place is sparsely populated and suitable for making a move, 

so you want to do me in here?” Ji Feng took a glance at the surroundings and asked with a smirk. 

On the way here, Ji Feng had already observed the surroundings, because this factory was abandoned, 

there were no people around, and although he could see the skyscrapers in the city from afar, the 

distance was really a bit far. Moreover, there were at least a dozen rutted marks on the ground in front 

of the factory, which meant that at least five or six cars had gone in. 

How many people could fit in five or six cars? 

Obviously, there were definitely quite a lot of people inside this abandoned factory. 

 


